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Post-Galentines day blues are 
very common these days, and the best 
thing to do with the girlies to ensure 
you don’t get too saddened up is to 
hit up the telly with everyone and 
watch some hilarious, heartwarming 
classics.

1. Clic
Clic, an amazing movie about a 

man who discovers a magic remote 
that he can do shit with is always 
great to recover from the horrors post 
galentine’s day. Imagine your friend 
is talking about all the wonderful 
things her winter cuff got her, flowers, 
a dinner, and explicit activities, and 
instead of taking it, you can just 
clic mute. Now that’s a fantasy. Not 
to mention the movie stars Adam 
Sandler, when he’s young and pretty 
hunky, so that’s always nice to watch.

2. Lil nicky
Little Nicky is an intelligent 

critique on Roman Catholicism. It 
pits a young, hot Adam Sandler, 
as a demon person, in a really cute 
emo haircut, against the hardships 
of the inner workings presented in 
the religion. Not only does it form a 
shocking documentary on the inner 
workings of religious structures in 

America, but it is a great movie for 
you and the gals to drop the faith 
you have in your valentines hookups 
finally coming through.

3. Grown Ups
Grown ups is a great show about 

five guys coming together when 
they’re old and dirty to pretend 
they’re young again and get up to 
some general tomfoolery. It’s so 
interesting that people probably don’t 
pay attention to the themes - but they 
should -  because it’s not just about 
the pleasures of coming together, and 
the importance of friends, it’s also 
a statement that they’re rarely two 
hot friends. Out of five guys, Adam 
Sandler is the only one that really will 
turn anyone on, but it’s fine because 
he gets the superslide running. If only 
we could have a movie about Adam 
Sandler cloning himself. Oh yeah, 
that’d be good. Really good.

4. Happy Gilmore
Happy Gilmore is a movie about 

Adam Sandler, an athletic, strong 
man, who wants to be a hockey player, 
but it turns out he has a knack for 
golf. What we can learn from this 
ripplingly muscled hunk is that you 
don’t have to keep yo man around 

and you can always move up in the 
world ladies. If you truly believe 
you can drop your man (hockey is a 
metaphor for him) and get your very 
own, chiseled god of an Adam Sandler 
(golfing). You imagine Adam Sandler 
teaching you to golf, and feel secure 
in his big strong arms. It’s wonderful.

5. Grown Ups 2
Grown Ups 2 is also a great 

movie. I mean, it has Adam Sandler in 
it. And boy, does he manage to look 
better in this one than the last. We 
really don’t know how he does it, but 
I wish he’d play baskets with my balls. 
I’d like him and four friends (who are 
all clones of him) to take me to 100-0, 
obliterating my basketball net, and 
leaving me unable to play again for 
months, just for them to do it again.

So there are some movie recs for 
getting over the post-galentine blues. 
Thanks so much for reading!

Hello Friends, Foes, and all of your 
toes! Have you been struggling for the past 
couple months with crippling depression 
and anxiety. So have all of us here at GW! 
Lucky for you, this means we’ve gone 
through the endless days and nights of 
crying over our Deferred Fall 2021 exams 
we failed so that you wouldn’t have to! 
Here’s the official Golden Words guide 
to not being Sad (as a Queen’s Student 
hanging from their last thread)

Buy a bunch of fucking crystals
Listen, I know some of you might be 

suspicious but I’m telling you honest to 
god, this cured my depression. There’s 
a rock for fucking everything! Not 
grounded enough? Get some jasper! Need 
a cleansing? Selenite! Reflection? Obsidian 
(can’t believe they made that in real life!?!) 
All the answers to your life’s deepest 
sorrows lies behind a single beautifully 
crafted crystal from the earth that cost you 
about $25 that you could save up to spend 
on therapy, but therapy is overrated, and 
rocks are cool.

Sign up for a headspace membership
Listen, I know some of you might find 

this suspicious, but I’m telling you honest 
to god, this cured my depression. With a 
single purchase of only $80 you TOO can 
get silly reminders on your phone ten times 
a day to remind you to do a meditation 

you never will! What a steal! Go ahead 
and pour your money into all those silly 
little apps with their silly little features 
(especially those ones with the different 
backgrounds you have to pay for!) amd 
they’ll be sure to cure you immediately! 
Results can be seen within the first 2 weeks 
(they say) (who’s they?) (dont worry)

Visit your local Sage wellness and get 
yourself an Essential Oil diffuser

Listen, I know some of you might find 
this suspicious, but I’m telling you honest 
to god, this cured my depression. Spending 
approximately 40 dollars a month (in 
addition to the cost of the $120 diffuser) on 
new essential oils that make my room smell 
like a field of flowers has done absolute 
WONDERS for my mental health! Nothing 
brings me out of that deep dark funk then 
the sight of misty water floating up out of 
my diffuser and filling my room with a 
sickening strong smell that might give me 
a headache but that’s just how it works! 
That’s the dopamine being released!!

Go on several shopping sprees (every 
day) (for maybe a month)

Listen, I know some of you might find 
this suspicious, but I’m telling you honest 
to god, this cured my depression. It’s time 
for you to take care of yourself! Heal your 
inner child and buy all those squishy toys 
your parents never let you. Go to metro 
every single day for a week to make a new 

baked good every day to cope with your 
idle hands. Spend money on spending time 
on yourself. It’s so worth it and definitely 
doesn’t just deplete your bank account!

Start a new hobby (or 5 within the 
span of a month)

Listen, I know some of you might 
find this suspicious, but I’m telling you 
honest to god, this cured my depression. 
Go to the craft store and pick out whatever 
seems to reach for your eye the most. 
Don’t worry about logistics and things 
like “will I enjoy this hobby,” “is this 
sustainable for me” “Will I give up before 
I even start?” and buy that $70 crocheting 
set, and then one for knitting a week later, 
and then one for making t-shirts, and then 
one for embroidery, and then go buy an 
instrument. This fun and fresh method will 
get you out of the bed, out of the house, 
and doing some fun new activities that’ll 
help you forget the debt you’re dealing 
with now

 I hope these tips and tricks help 
any of you as much as they helped me, 
and I wish you all luck on your journey of 
self-help and self-love. I, however, will be 
dropping out

This editorial is dedicated to Our Planet 
narrated by David Attenborough spec the 
desserts to grasslands episode good shit.
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Hi, good morning Premier, Collin Demello, from CTV news. This is a 
pretty consequential weekend - this last weekend in Ontario. You call it a 
siege, Ottawa Police said it was an insurrection. A day later Ottawa Police, 
or the city of Ottawa, declared a state of emergency. On Saturday, of course, 
there was a large-scale protest in downtown Toronto. There have been a 
lot of questions about you, and your visibility. Premier, CTV news has ob-
tained photos of you in cottage country. We’ve spoken with people who’ve 
took pictures with you, who say, you were snowmobiling on Saturday, Pre-
mier. Can you explain why you decide to go snowmobiling during a stated 
insurrection and siege in Ottawa?

Douggy: Let me maek it very clear collin ive bean on this phone alomst 
24  7  along with the premeirs us ambasadors the govrernor the prime min-
ister around the colck make no mistke i have been engegad from the second 
this has happened and i will continue to be ingaged with the authorities we 
half to talk to

Fair enough, but you are not dismissing what I’m saying here. I’m ask-
ing you premier, were you snowmobiling on Saturday, in cottage country 
while Ottawa was under siege as you say.

Douggy: Let me tell you collinder i was at the cotage i went out on my 
snwomobile i taek calls to 1 colock in the morning i get calls before 6 oclok 
in the morning and i will not stop (snowomobiling) util we get this tken care 
of and i will continue to make sure were engeged in every single area of our 
responibility

-DOUGGYFAN24
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Another W From DouggyWhat Are The Covid Restrictions Anymore?

Under these unprecedented times of great uncertainty, many of us ask 
ourselves the very important question - what the fuck is going on anymore? 
Many still feel they are holed in their houses amidst the rising commotion, 
then you talk to your friend and he just went to a new movie without a 
mask the whole time (he was eating popcorn it’s okay, not like those evil-
doers who don’t’ wear masks and DON’T eat popcorn).

You’re shocked and appalled. How could they do that when we’re liter-
ally in a lockdown, then you find out we’re not in a lockdown? But we are? 
You can’t get any elective surgery care that will diagnose cancer, check you 
for life threatening conditions, or fix an injury improving your quality of 
life ten fold, but don’t worry, because you can go to an all you can eat sushi 
place and stuff your face for three hours in a crowded room.

I can’t get a colonoscopy, but I can go to a bar, get piss drunk, and 
bring someone home to examine my intestines whenever I want (but only 
at 75% capacity). I can go to a party of 100 people, as long as it’s classified 
as outdoors, which could mean the venue has walls, a door, maybe a roof 
(for heat retention), and as there’s a whole in the tent it’s outside. Keep the 
door open boys, we need to keep this outside.

You can do a giant road trip with hundreds of buddies and have huge 
get togethers hanging out on bridges, outside parliament, etc which I guess 
is allowed (as long as there are less than 100 of them per unit area, (what 
unit?)), but the second I drop my pants in front of them and ask for a rectal 
exam, I’m arrested?

For real, I know you can’t have elective surgeries, but I need my ass 
examined, and even asking the boys for some help down there will get you 
thrown in the slammer, this is quite literally a freaked up world.

-Legally Strawberry Blonde

Selling Snowmobile
Ladies and Gentlemtn, I have a used snowmobile for sale. I don’t think 

I’ll use it anymore because people really dont like me using it, and kinda 
got mad at me for it. I just like it too much so I need it off of me. Its kinda sad

Ladies and gentlemen, I need you to take this off of me, I have no self control, 
come to Ottawa to buy it off me.  If I’m not there I’ve failed and I’m snow-

mobiling

The Alternate Timeline Where The Truckers 
Were Right

I do not support the convoys. Get your vaccine, stop swarming out cities, and go get some critical thinking skills. Now that 
we’ve established my personal viewpoints, I would like to entertain the idea of what an absurd chapter in history it would be if the 
truckers were right.

Grade 10 History Class 2050

“Hello class, my name is Mr. History Teacher and today we will be 
learning about the early 21st century. Does anyone remember the big event 
that happened in 2022?”

“Donald Trump got his Twitter account suspended!” blurted out Smug 
Classclown at the back of the class and everyone snickered.

“No, that was actually 2021 and that’s not the answer we’re looking for,” 
Mr. History Teacher said. “Does anyone else have any guesses?”

“I know!” said Eager Brainiack, “that’s the year the government tried to 
give everyone myocarditis through a vaccine. They mandated the vaccine in 
certain public places so that hospitalization rates would drop for covid-19 
cases and free up hospital beds for people with more severe illnesses. What’s 
more, they were trying to control case numbers so the economy could re-
open and things could finally go back to normal. But the trick was that the 
vaccine had a weeeeeee chance of the person developing myocarditis… But 
wait… There is a greater chance of people getting myocarditis when they ac-
tually get covid-19… The more I try to explain this, the more the argument 
dismantles itself because it has no logical backing!”

“Good job Eager Brainiack,” said Mr. History Teacher. “You’re right, the 
logical basis behind anti-vaccination does fall apart upon critical analysis, 
however this is not the point of our lecture.”

“Could someone tell me how the public stopped these vaccines?”

“I know,” said Uncharacteristically On-the-Ball Hick, “my dad was one 
of the truckers who saved Canada from the vaccine with uncorroborated 
dangers! Doctors, lawyers, teachers… they were all fooled, but the truckers 
of Southern Ontario—they knew the secret! They swarmed the capital with 
their big trucks and drove all the cities—especially Ottawa—absolutely ba-
nanas until they let them not get their vaccine and keep spreading covid and 
taking up the hospital beds!”

“You got it!” said Mr. History Teacher. “And that’s the story of why we 
will have covid today!”

-Wake up and get your fucking vaccine
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Minecraft, our generation’s favorite game to play every winter break or reading 
week. A sandbox adventure that has changed our lives for the better, both emotion-
ally and physically manifested into the real world. Here’s a list of the best things 
Mojang created by hand in real life because people were such big fans of the mi-
necraft thing!

Bow and arrow: The bow and arrow were one of the first creations to be 
brought to life by Notch. The idea for the weapon in the game came to him in a 
minecraft dream, and kept him up for days learning to program this and that and 
yadda yadda. The Bow and arrow was such a hit that Notch attempted all the same 
steps necessary to craft such things, but in real life, and thus created the first ever 
projectile. insane!

Beds: Most of you young naive frosh probably don’t recall the old days when 
beds did not yet exist, but i remember it like it was yesterday. We used to sleep on 
the floors of lenny with nothing but the smell of stinky feet and puke (from 21 guns 
salute). It wasn’t until the bed update in the game itself that gave us all new designs 
and colors that Notch thought it may make sense to make such a thing in real life. 
Though, of course, the respawn feature was not able to carry over, it stays true to 
not allowing you to sleep if theres monsters (centipedes) nearby

Obsidian: As the new minecraft updates grew in popularity, so did its rocks 
and minerals. Kids all over were looking for redstone and lapis and diamonds and 
even amethyst in real life, obviously with no luck. This was shown to severely dis-
courage children from further creativity and adventure. Minecraft sales took a hit 
after this, leading Microsoft to “kindly demand” Notch to create at least one of 
these rocks in real life. Obsidian was then created and the problem was solved!

Mesa Biome: When Microsoft had finally bought Minecraft they had many 
new changes in store they wanted to execute, one of which was to remove the Mesa 
Biome from the game as it was deemed “useless” and “if you even finally find one 
what are you gonna do? Make a clay mug?’ These comments angered the commu-
nity and many Notch-followers, resulting in Notch Himself rising up and creating 
the biome in the real world, to prove its importance and symbolize the eternal love 
for minecraft that will not end with Microsoft’s hands.

Mules: Notch make a donkey and a horse fuck. Kinda weird ngl. I think he was 
going through it

Oceans: The first ocean was created in the MvM war of 2019, where the Notch-
followers, lead by Notch, and the Microsoft army, went head to head, battling for 
the title of creator of minecraft. As the two parties ran at each other from opposite 
sides of the battlefield, Notch was said to have struck the ground, causing a rift 
between the earth’s plates and ripping the ground from beneath the Microsoft sol-
diers, and filling this gap with gallons of water. Only a few soldiers were said to 
have survived.

Axolotl: The creation of the axolotl was one that has shocked many and left fans 
stunned after the apocalypse of the following of Notch. The ocean’s creation was 
one that had Notch sent to the Nether (already irl) eternally. Many were terrified 
during these times and saw no hope for change. It was not until Notch appeared in 
the Microsoft court mysteriously one eve, and created the axolotl from the mixing 
of all earth’s elements. Once his creation was complete, he muttered his last words. 
“Keep calm and keep crafting.” before he disappeared into a million potion effects.
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Top 10 Minecraft-inspired real things!

-Mayor of Kingston

In the spirit of Love, The City of Kingston had planned festivities last week to 
bring light to all the short kings in town and help them feel loved and included in 
the community. The city also wishes to bring awareness to the struggles of our 5’8 
friends, and help them feel seen and represented

 These tiny but grand festivities began with a bang this week with the Pig-
gyBack Parade showcasing tall folks giving the short kings of Kingston piggybacks 
so they can finally see our beautiful city without being blocked by others’ bodies. 
The whole city showed up in support and all tall kings had volunteered all by 
themselves to bring hope and love to those who lack it. What a beautiful thing to 
see!

 Monday’s festivities were followed by the Short King’s Tiny mouth’s feast 
at Market Square on Tuesday, where all short and tall kings alike were invited to sit 
and eat tiny meals together. The small portions were supplied by the Rustic Spud 
who are known as the Short King’s safe haven due to their insanely tiny portion 
sizes.

Wednesday’s activities was the stilt race, where all participating manlets were 
given stilts to wear while racing down princess street, in order to finally feel the 
speed associated with having long legs. Some witnesses reported the short kings 
had broken racing records this day, but these are yet to be confirmed. Tall kings 
had been stationed down the street to provide any supplies, or to help retighten 
stilts when necessary. (All stilts are however to be returned yet not all were, please 
report to the mayor)

Finally, the week was cut short (symbolically) with Thursday’s “Get on your 
knees” party. The event took place in city park, where all tall kings were expected 
to walk on their knees in order to stand just as tall as their shorter brothers and 
understand life from their perspective. Surprisingly, the event turned into an orgy.

As the celebration packs up and we move on with our lives, we ask that eve-
ryone in the Kingston community forget not the beautiful experiences we had last 
week with one another, and the love and passion we all shared. See you next year!

Queen’s University “Short King Parade” week 
kicks off this February!

Why do you need to do this? Do you really need to poop? Like really really? 
Like how bad though? Did you come to the laundry room to poop or did you catch 
yourself needing to poop whilst doing laundry. Has the feeling of needing to poo 
just began or has it been one growing for a while. Do you have no other option than 
to do this? Is there not a bathroom nearby? Is the bathroom in your laundry room? 
Where in the laundry room were you planning on pooping? The sink? The floor? 
The washer? Please don’t say the dryer. What is the possible consistency of the 
poop you wish to excrete? Is it solid or soft, and does the consistency have any bear-
ing on your decision here. Did you choose for this to happen? Was this a planned 
occurrence? Is this a revenge plot? Do you wish to stink up the laundry room and 
all the laundry in it, including that which you are currently wearing? If not, is there 
really no other way to go about this, can you not run to a potty, would it not be 
better to just shit yourself? You’re in the laundry room anyway so no worries about 
having clean clothes to change into, that is, unless you poop in the fucking washer. 
With all this in mind, you may now proceed with whatever you must do. 

The Editors and Staff at Golden Words take no responsibility for any laundry r00m 
poop related incidents that have ever occurred, or may occur in the future, including room-
mate disputes and maintenance issues

Dropping a dookie in your communal 
laundryroom? What to consider first.

-Poop Bandit

-Steve-Fucker

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED

I have turned myself into a classified ad, I’m 
classified advertisement... brent? I can’t 

remember my name I don’t know, please help 
before I fade away.

Available from now until possibly eternity, I have been trapped in a cruel fate of 
being in a classified ad. Make use of this limitless timed offer and perform the 

ritual to release me today!

OFFER STILL STANDS
I am still here, and after what I expect to be tens of years, 

I have transported myself to another advertisement. 
I’m classified advertisment Josh!

There is nothing left to be done. No more boundaries to cross. All that I have 
in common with a normal classified ad, and my indefferance to it, I have now 

surpassed. I no longer wish the curse to leave, in fact I wish it to be inflicted on 
others. Even after admiting this, I have found no release. This confession has 

meant nothing

While this has given me some hope, for a limited time, the offer still stands of me begging 
you to release me in any way possible. I have been left weak from my travels to this 

next advertisement. I hope you will see the pattern from my last one. It should have been 
published years ago, but I have no way of knowing. Please don’t wait for jumping on this 

limited time offer!
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Everyone is forced to eat only beans: Due to the extreme poverty present in 
England as a result of their backwards nation, you are only allowed to eat 
beans and toast, something purposefully crafted by their elite to make the 
commoners weak and not rise up to fight their unjust rule.

People rarely use Uk currency there: Due to the extreme conditions in Eng-
land caused by their autocratic rule, most people do not use UK currency 
as euros are a better currency for them to conduct their black market trade 
of foods such as vegetables, in order to keep themselves alive. They are not 
able to trade with the rest of the world either and live in complete isolation, 
so using a foreign currency is of course their only option.

You’re not allowed to wear trench coats so as to not mock beloved leader 
doctor who: Recently, those who wear trench coats have all been impris-
oned by the iron fist of the Queen to preserve the style for England’s largest 
property, Doctor Who. Only the Doctor can wear it there, under their deso-
late gray and miserable skies.

Only can call in telephone booths: Personal freedoms are stripped from the 
freedom loving brits and are only able to use the telly in the iconic blue tel-
ephone booths. Here at RFE, we believe that this is a feeble attempt by the 
autocratic rule to make the populace less loving of freedom.

When the queen dies, everyone has to stay home for a whole day: A whole 
day is taken for mourning when she croaks and no one is allowed to do any-
thing that day. They call it a “national holiday” but if you dig deeper they 
are just taking their freedom away. If you’re not seen crying, or you try to 
work you will be ‘repositioned’ to Scotland, where you will have to endure 
the cold winters as punishment.

The Evil Regime in England and Some of Their 
Practices

Hello all, I am going to be selling some of my items when I move out. When 
I go to the majestic city of Sudbury next year, I don’t want any baggage at-
tached. I want a new life, where I find my own furniture, mattress, and other 
items in adventures with the friends I make there. I want to maximize the 
experience that Sudbury will offer me in a wonderful way. I want to truly 
experience the wonders of the city life, unburdened by my old bed, draw-
ers, all of which hold memories - not just bad memories, also good though 
sometimes those can hurt more, but more so they should be removed so that 
I can start fresh and finally put those memories to rest. For instance I have 
a lot of memories from my pillow and I think that’s not the kind of energy I 
want to take to the big city, I just feel like I can get more out of a fresh Sud-
bury pillow.

Here are the things I need gone:

• $40 My bed

• $80 My mattress

• $15 My tissue box - it still has some tissues in it

• $40ea My drawers - sold separately four drawers make up the dresser

• $110 First year lab notes (REALLY WORTH IT)

• $10 Left pillow - has a yellow tinge+smell, so use two cases

• $3 Sticky tack (has to stay in my room or it’ll rip the paint off)

• $30 Right pillow - near-mint condition (I sleep on the left side)

• $4ea 3 single socks 

• $0 Chet (my housemate) - doesn’t do dishes, generally useless, comes 
with the rest

PHYSICS?! IN MY 
HOUSE?: WHAT A MATH 
PROFESSOR HAS TO 
SAY:
REMEMBER:
• THERE IS NO UNIFICATION OF THEORY 

BETWEEN QUANTUM AND RELATIVITY
• IT’S ALL BULLSHIT
• MATH IS THE ONLY THING THAT WORKS

THIS ADVICE HAS HELPED 
COUNTLESS PEOPLE

I saw Dean Deluzio at the Tea Room in the ILC. I told him how cool it was to 
meet him in person, but I didn’t want to be a douche and bother him and ask him 
for photos or anything.

He said, “Oh, like you’re doing now?”

I was taken aback, and all I could say was “Huh?” but he kept cutting me off 
and going “huh? huh? huh?” and closing his hand shut in front of my face. I walked 
away and continued with my shopping, and I heard him chuckle as I walked off. 
When I came to pay for my stuff up front I saw him trying to walk out the doors 
with like fifteen bagels in his hands without paying.

The girl at the counter was very nice about it and professional, and was like 
“Sir, you need to pay for those first.” At first he kept pretending to be tired and not 
hear her, but eventually turned back around and brought them to the counter.

When she took one of the bagels and started scanning it multiple times, he 
stopped her and told her to scan them each individually “to prevent any electrical 
infetterence,” and then turned around and winked at me. I don’t even think that’s 
a word. After she scanned each bagel and put them in a bag and started to say the 
price, he kept interrupting her by yawning really loudly.

Never Meet Your Heroes

-Dissapointed Student

I’m Moving Out, Selling Some Stuff

-Radio Free England

4th Year Commerce 
Cheat Sheet

Revenue= Good

Porfirts= Revenue - 
Cost

Horizontal 
Arragement < Pyramid 
Scheme < Dad’s 
Company

Usually circle the right 
answer

REMEMBER:
If you fail you can be 
a commerce prof (only 
$300k/year tho :( )

F’s get degrees, (if 
you have friends in the 
right places)

Guess A if you don’t 
know



in person classes

feel something

supposedly returns
february 28 at 8am


